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ABSTRACT 41 

It is a conventionally held dogma that the genetic basis underlying development is 42 

conserved in a long evolutionary time scale. Ample experiments based on mutational, 43 

biochemical, functional, and complementary knockdown/knockout approaches have 44 

revealed the unexpectedly important role of recently evolved new genes in the 45 

development of Drosophila. The recent progress in the analyses of gene effects and 46 

improvements in the computational identification of new genes, which has led to large 47 

sample sizes of new genes, open the door to investigate the evolution of gene 48 

essentiality with a phylogenetically high resolution. These advancements also raised 49 

interesting issues related to phenotypic effect analyses of genes, particularly of those 50 

that recently originated. Here we reported our analyses of these issues, including the 51 

dating of gene ages, the interpretation of RNAi data that may confuse false 52 

positive/false negative rates, and the potential confounding impact of compensation and 53 

developmental effects that were not considered during previous CRISPR knockout 54 

experiments. We further analyzed new data from knockdowns of 702 new genes (~66% 55 

of total 1,070 Drosophila melanogaster new genes), revealing a similarly high 56 

proportion of essential genes from recent evolution, compared to those found in distant 57 

ancestors of D. melanogaster. Knockout of a few young genes detected analogous 58 

essentiality. Furthermore, our experimentally determined distribution and comparison 59 

of knockdown efficiency in different RNAi libraries provided valuable data for general 60 

functional analyses of genes. Taken together, these data, along with an improved 61 

understanding of the phenotypic effect analyses of new genes, provide further evidence 62 

to the conclusion that new genes in Drosophila quickly evolved essential functions in 63 

viability during development.  64 

 65 

 66 

 67 
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INTRODUCTION 75 

 76 

The question of how often new genes evolve essential functions is a critical problem in 77 

understanding the genetic basis of development and general phenotypic evolution. New 78 

genes in evolution have widely attracted discussion (Long and Langley. 1993; Long et 79 

al. 2003; Chen et al. 2013; Carvunis et al. 2012; Ding et al. 2013; McLysaght and Hurst. 80 

2015), supported by increasing studies with fulsome evidence in various organisms 81 

(e.g. Ruiz-Orera et al. 2018; Xie et al. 2019; Vakirlis et al. 2020; Witt et al. 2019; Jiang 82 

and Assis. 2017; Rogers et al. 2014; Schroeder et al. 2020). The detected large number 83 

of new genes with unexpected rate of new gene evolution (e.g. Zhang et al. 2019; Shao 84 

et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2010a) and the revealed important functions of new genes 85 

(Kasinathan et al. 2020; Lee et al. 2019; Long et al. 2013) challenged a widely held 86 

dogma that the genetic basis in control of development is conserved in a long time scale 87 

of evolution (Ashburner et al. 1999; Gould. 2002; Carroll. 2005; Krebs et al. 2013). 88 

Our previous work used the RNAi knockdown in a smaller sample showing that new 89 

genes may quickly become essential in Drosophila and that potential for a gene to 90 

develop an essential function is independent of its age (Chen et al. 2010). This work 91 

suggests a tremendous and quickly evolving genetic diversity, which had not been 92 

previously anticipated.  Since then, genomes of better quality from more species have 93 

allowed for more reliable new gene annotation (Shao et al. 2019).  In addition, technical 94 

progress in the detection of gene effects has increased with better equipped knockdown 95 

libraries and direct CRISPR knockout methods. Related scientific discoveries and 96 

technical development in knockdown and knockout techniques -- e.g., Green et al 97 

(2014) and Kondo et al (2017), respectively -- can be considered when investigating 98 

the evolution of gene essentiality.  99 

 100 

We will present in this report our recent experiments and computational analyses, 101 

examining a few important issues raised in recent years (e.g. by Kondo et al. (2017) 102 

and Green et al. (2014)) that we find to be generally relevant for the detection of the 103 

phenotypic effects of genes, particularly of those that recently originated. Our 104 

investigations include the following: 1) the estimation of new gene ages; 2) an 105 

evaluation of the knockdown efficiency distribution in RNAi experiments; 3) an 106 

understanding of the differences between different RNAi libraries in phenotyping large 107 

samples of new genes for viability effects; 4) an interpretation of knockout data 108 
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regarding the compensation effect. Our analyses, with additional evidence published 109 

recently by our group and others, provide ample and strong evidence to further support 110 

a notion suggested by the fitness effect analysis of new genes in Drosophila:  new genes 111 

have quickly evolved essential functions in viability during development.   112 

 113 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 114 

 115 

Identification of Drosophila-specific genes by the age dating.  116 

 117 

Two new gene datasets are available for D. melanogaster, which include the dataset of 118 

Kondo et al (2017; the K-dataset, the underlying pipeline as the K-pipeline) and the 119 

dataset we recently reported (Zhang et al, 2010b; Shao et al, 2019 called as the GenTree 120 

Fly dataset, the G-dataset). In order to determine which dataset is more accurate and 121 

thus could be used in the downstream analyses, we estimated their qualities by 122 

performing systematic comparison. Kondo et al. (2017) identified 1,182 new genes that 123 

postdated the split of D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura (Branches 3~6, ~40 124 

Mya(million years ago); Fig. 1A and 1B). They inferred the ages of these genes by 125 

incorporating the UCSC DNA-level synteny information, homology information based 126 

on comparison of annotated proteins and RNA expression profiling. By contrast, we 127 

identified 654 new genes in this same evolutionary period (Fig. 1A and 1B) using the 128 

same UCSC synteny information (Rhead et al. 2010) and our maximum parsimony-129 

based pipelines (Zhang et al. 2010b).  130 

 131 

We investigated why the K-dataset was almost twice the G-dataset over the same 132 

evolutionary period. The K-dataset contained 471 new gene candidates in the G-dataset 133 

(471/654 = 72%) (Fig. 1B, red), among which 313 are of the exact same ages while 158 134 

show either younger (123 genes) or older (35 genes) (Supplemental Table S1). For the 135 

remaining 183 genes absent in the K-dataset, we found 101 as authentic new genes (Fig. 136 

1B, deep blue; Supplemental Table S2) after extensive validation by manually checking 137 

UCSC synteny information and four additional resources including the FlyBase 138 

ortholog annotation, Ensembl Metazoa homolog annotation, protein prediction in 139 

outgroup species and published literatures (see also Materials and Methods). This result 140 

indicates a high false negative rate in the K-dataset. By contrast, only 19 genes are old 141 
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genes, which represent false positives in the G-dataset (Fig. 1B, light purple). Then, for 142 

45 genes (Fig. 1B, sky blue), they are located in clusters of tandemly amplified genes 143 

or transposon-rich regions, where synteny is often ambiguous or difficult to build 144 

especially when outgroup species genomes are poorly assembled. Their ages are 145 

difficult to infer. Analogously, the final remaining 18 candidates (Fig. 1B, green) are 146 

dubious, either with inconsistent topology between UCSC synteny information and 147 

Ensembl tree, marginal protein similarity between species or gene structure model 148 

changes.  149 

 150 

We next examined the 711 (1182-471=711) new gene candidates unique to the K-151 

dataset by manually examining phylogenetic distribution and their syntenic relationship 152 

with genes in various species.  We could only confirm 49 authentic new genes, which 153 

represent false negatives of the G-dataset. By contrast, 318 out of 711 genes were 154 

incorrectly dated as new genes due to four problematic practices (Fig. 1B; Supplemental 155 

Table S2 lists the 318 false positives): 1) neglecting 275 that have orthologs in outgroup 156 

species; 2) taking 32 noncoding or pseudogene models as protein coding genes; 3) 157 

treating 6 redundant entries of same genes as different genes; and 4) misdating 5 158 

polycistronic coding genes reported by the literatures. In addition, 242 (Fig. 1B, sky 159 

blue) genes are located in repetitive regions. To be conservative, the G-dataset excluded 160 

these genes from dating. Then, the remaining 102 candidates (Fig. 1B, green) are 161 

dubious. 162 

 163 

We conclude, based on above exhaustive manual evaluation, that the G-dataset is of 164 

much higher quality compared to the K-dataset: 1) the false negative rate and false 165 

positive rate of the G-dataset is estimated as 7.5% (49) and 2.9% (19), respectively; 2) 166 

The both parameters of the K-dataset are higher, 8.5% (101) and 26.9% (318), 167 

respectively; 3) the G-dataset only contains 9.6% (63) low-quality candidates (genes in 168 

repetitive or dubious categories), while the K-dataset consists of 29.1% (344) such 169 

candidates. Overall, 56% (662/1,182) new gene candidates in the K-dataset are either 170 

false positive or dubious.  171 

 172 

Measuring reproducibility and efficiency of knockdown.  173 

 174 
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We investigated the consistency of RNAi experiments with the same lines and the same 175 

drivers in different laboratories, conditions, and years. Zeng et al. (2015) screened 176 

16,562 transgenic RNAi lines using an Act5C-Gal4 driver to detect the lethality of 177 

12,705 protein-coding genes (~90% of all annotated coding genes) in their study of 178 

intestinal stem cell development and maintenance. Their dataset included RNAi lines 179 

targeting the same 103 genes that were measured for lethality by Chen et al. (2010). 180 

Chen et al. (2010) and Zeng et al. (2015) obtained the same phenotypes for 88 (85.4%) 181 

genes, including 30 (29.1%) of the lethal phenotype and 58 (56.3%) of non-lethal 182 

phenotype (Fig. 2A, Supplemental Table S3). These data suggest that despite 183 

differences in independent observers, lab environments, and years to conduct 184 

experiments, the vast majority of RNAi knockdown experiments are reproducible for 185 

phenotyping lethality and non-lethality. 186 

 187 

We also tested consistency between RNAi lines with different RNAi drivers (called 188 

new drivers) or same drivers in different genome positions. Specifically, the datasets of 189 

Chen et al (2010) and Zeng et al (2015) shared 86 new genes in knockdown 190 

experiments, mostly (81.4%, 70) with different RNAi drivers and fewer (18.6%, 16) 191 

same drivers in different genome positions (Supplemental Table S4).  This dataset 192 

showed that: 7 genes were consistently lethal; 42 genes were consistently non-lethal; 193 

and 37 genes have different phenotypes (Fig. 2B). Thus, the two groups with different 194 

drivers or same drivers with different positions show that more genes (57.0%, 49) have 195 

the same phenotypes. 196 

 197 

We considered an additional factor in RNAi knockdown, sensitivity, in the two widely 198 

used RNAi libraries: the Vienna Drosophila Resource Center’s (VDRC’s) GD and KK 199 

libraries (Dietzl et al., 2007).  The GD libraries were constructed using P-elements to 200 

randomly insert hairpin RNAs (average 321bp) into the genome targeting individual 201 

genes, while the KK library inserted constructs carrying hairpin RNAs (average 357bp) 202 

into a specific landing site by ΦC31-mediated homologous recombination. All KK lines 203 

carry an insertion at 30B3, but a proportion (23-25%) also carry an insertion at 40D3 204 

(tio locus) that results in pupal lethality when using constitutive drivers like Act5C-205 

GAL4 (Green et al. 2014; Vissers et al. 2016). Unless specified, no lines discussed 206 

below contain 40D3 insertions.   207 

 208 
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Given the intrinsic different designs of GD and KK libraries, we hypothesized that they 209 

have different false negative or false positive rates, which cause the inconsistency 210 

shown in Fig. 2B. Only GD lines were examined previously, and they have a high false 211 

negative rate (39.9%) but low false positive rate (<2%) (Dietzl et al. 2007). The high 212 

false negative rate is likely caused by insufficient target gene knockdown, while false 213 

positives may be due to off target effects (Dietzl et al. 2007). We thus tested the 214 

knockdown efficiency of 75 KK lines targeting randomly selected 75 young genes 215 

(Supplemental Table S5, Fig. 3A). We found that the knockdown efficiency of KK lines 216 

is generally lower than the efficiency of 64 GD lines as previously reported (Dietzl et 217 

al. 2007). Specifically, using the same driver (Act5C), we found that in general, GD 218 

lines have significantly higher knockdown efficiency than KK lines, as shown by the 219 

knockdown expression as the percentage of the control expression (Fig. 3A). That is, 220 

the KK lines have an average knockdown efficiency as 48.6% of control expression 221 

while the GD lines show an average efficiency as 38.1% (Fig. 3B and 3C, t-test P = 222 

0.031). Notably, the expression reduction to 50~60% level of the wide-type level was 223 

observed to have no significant fitness loss due to widespread haplosufficiency (Huang 224 

et al. 2010; VanKuren and Long, 2018). Detecting any fitness effect may be expected 225 

when the expression drops to a lower level, for example, 20~30% or lower of the control 226 

expression.  In this range of knockdown efficiency, we observed that only 29% of KK 227 

lines but 41% of GD lines reduced target expression levels to ≤20% of control levels; 228 

37% of KK lines but 53% of GD lines were seen to reduce target expression levels to 229 

≤  30% of control levels (Fig. 3A). Thus, it is expected that GD lines have a 230 

significantly higher power in detecting lethal phenotypes as shown in the next section.   231 

 232 

To estimate false positive rate of KK lines, we constructed 10 randomly chosen new 233 

KK lines targeting one member of a young duplicate gene pair, in addition to one KK 234 

lines and 3 TRiP lines (Transgenic RNAi Project, BDSC, Materials and Methods). The 235 

rationale is that for each gene of interest its paralog is the most likely off target. The 236 

same rationale was also followed by (Dietzl et al. 2007) when false positive rates of 237 

GD lines were estimated. We measured the knockdown efficiency and estimated off-238 

target effects using these 14 lines with qPCR experiments in adult whole bodies (Fig. 239 

4).  We found that two lines likely produce off-target effects (NV-CG31958, 34008 (the 240 

TRiP line)), for both of which the expression of paralog is down-regulated to similar or 241 
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even lower level compared to the corresponding gene of interest. Twelve other lines 242 

have significantly higher target effects than off-target effects, among which 10 genes 243 

reduced activity to 20-80% expression level of the control (7 genes reduced activity to 244 

20-40%) and only two genes (CG32164, CG7046) reach≤20% of control levels. Thus, 245 

if we take 20% as the cutoff of efficient knockdown, only CG31958 could be counted 246 

as the false positive, and CG32164 and CG7046 be counted as the true positives. 247 

Collectively speaking, the off-target effects are rare while insufficient knockdowns are 248 

pervasive.  249 

 250 

These experiments detected a variation of knockdown efficiency among different 251 

drivers where newer KK lines have lower efficiency and thus higher false negatives 252 

compared to older GD lines. Therefore, these observations offer an alternative 253 

interpretation of the incongruence than the false-positive-only rationale of Kondo et al 254 

(2017): when new RNAi drivers were added to the analysis, insufficient knockdown 255 

was also introduced with a high probability. This would create incongruence between 256 

old and new drivers if the old and new triggers have significantly different sensitivity.  257 

 258 

Phenotyping essentiality of new genes in RNAi libraries. 259 

 260 

We first investigated differences in measured lethality between the KK and GD libraries 261 

used in Chen et al (2010). To control for the confounding effect of tio insertion in the 262 

KK lines, we genotyped these lines using PCR-amplification and found that out of 153 263 

KK lines we collected, 47 (30.7%) had two landing sites and 6 (3.9%) had only 40D3 264 

landing site (the confounding site) (Green et al. 2014), which all showed lethal 265 

phenotypes  (Supplemental Table S6). Using the recombination approach (Green et al. 266 

2014), we recovered 41 of the 47 lines into the lines that have only the 30B3 site.  The 267 

RNAi knockdown of 140 KK lines carrying insertions only at 30B3 identified 12 genes 268 

(8.6%) with lethal phenotypes (Supplemental Table S6).  Meanwhile, 12 genes in 59 269 

GD lines (20.3%) were detected to have lethal knockdown effects (Chen et al. 2010), 270 

significantly higher than the KK libraries (P = 0.0112, Fisher’s Exact Test). As 271 

aforementioned, this difference is likely due to higher false negative rate of KK lines 272 

(Fig. 3).  273 

 274 
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By using the essentiality data of 10,652 old genes provided by VDRC 275 

(https://stockcenter.vdrc.at/control/library_rnai) that were in branch 0 (Shao et al. 276 

2019), we characterized the statistical distribution of essential old genes (Fig. 5). We 277 

independently sampled 1000 times, with each randomly sampling 150 old genes and 278 

calculating the proportion of essential ones.  We found that in the GD library, the 279 

probability to obtain a proportion of essential new genes equal or lower than 20.3% is 280 

0.780.  Meanwhile, in the KK library, the probability to observe a proportion of 281 

essential new genes equal or lower than 8.6% is 0.867.  These analyses of GD and KK 282 

libraries reveal similarly that the proportions of new and old genes with lethal 283 

phenotypes are not statistically different. 284 

 285 

Further analysis of gene essentiality data in a recent version of VDRC libraries 286 

(retrieved online in April 2019) detected with increased resolution the proportions of 287 

essential genes in six detectable ancestral stages of D. melanogaster. We reported the 288 

analysis of the GD library, which has a significantly higher knockdown efficiency than 289 

the KK library.  In total, 11,354 genes (72% of 15,682 genes in the species, Ensembl 290 

73) have been phenotyped for their lethality or nonlethality, including 702 Drosophila 291 

genus specific genes (66% of 1,070 detected Drosophila-specific genes) (Long et al. 292 

2013; Shao et al. 2019) and 10,652 genes that predated the Drosophila divergence 40 293 

Mya.  294 

 295 

We parsimoniously mapped the 702 Drosophila-specific genes on the six ancestral 296 

stages by examining their species distribution in the Drosophila phylogeny (Shao et al. 297 

2019) (Fig. 6A). Of the 702 genes, 19.7% (138) are directly observed to be essential, 298 

similar to the proportion of essential old genes, 18.9% (P = 0.6212, Fisher’s exact test). 299 

We considered a low knockdown efficiency as shown by the 47% of GD lines whose 300 

knockdowns are expressed at the level of 30% or higher of the control (Fig. 3A), 301 

suggesting that 47% of RNA lines are invalid for the testing and should be subtracted 302 

from the total tested lines.  303 

 304 

Thus, the actual proportion of essential genes can be estimated by correcting for the 305 

bias of false positives (Fp) and false negatives (Fn) by following formula: 306 

 307 

Corrected proportion of essential genes = [E – (T · Fp)] / [T – (T · Fn)]  308 
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 309 

 Where E and T are observed number of essential genes and total number of genes 310 

examined, respectively.  Fp was measured as 1.6% (Dietzl et al., 2007) while Fn as 47%  311 

as estimated above or 39.9% as measured previously (Dietzl et al., 2007).  Thus, the 312 

estimated proportion of essential genes after correcting false positives and false 313 

negatives can be as high as 36.5% for the estimated false negative rate of 47% in this 314 

study. The corrected proportion can be also as high as 32.2% given the previously 315 

measured false negative rate of 39.9%.  Furthermore, all six stages show a stable 316 

proportion of essential genes; none of the proportions is statistically different from the 317 

proportion of old genes (Fig. 6A). Meanwhile, lethal rates of new genes which belong 318 

to three origin mechanism categories (DNA-based duplication, RNA-based duplication 319 

and orphan genes, Shao et al., 2019) also show no significant difference (Fig. 6B). 320 

Interestingly, 21.7% of orphan genes, some of which might be de novo genes (Long et 321 

al., 2013), are essential. These data add new insight into the evolution of essentiality in 322 

all ancestral stages: soon after genes originated and fixed in D. melanogaster, a stable 323 

proportion of new genes is essential throughout entire evolutionary process from 324 

ancient ancestors to the speciation of D. melanogaster.   325 

 326 

These data of knockdown experiments on a large number of new genes further 327 

supported what we proposed before: Drosophila new genes rapidly evolve essential 328 

functions within the divergence of Drosophila genus; knockdown of these genes leads 329 

to death of flies.  330 

 331 

Analyses of mutants identified young essential genes 332 

 333 

Kondo et al (2017) recommended and used CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis to 334 

create small frameshift indel mutations in targeted genes. This method has two potential 335 

issues.  First, it is now well documented that vertebrate cells such as mammalian cells 336 

or zebrafish cells recognize such aberrant mRNAs and compensate for their loss by 337 

increasing expression of genes with high sequence similarity, such as paralogs in 338 

zebrafish, worm and other organisms  (Rossi et al. 2015; El-Brolosy and Stainier 2017; 339 

El-Brolosy et al. 2019); Ma et al, 2019; Serobyan et al, 2020). This has the effect of 340 

producing false negatives especially for recent duplicates. We confirmed that a similar 341 

compensation effect exists in Drosophila. Specifically, when we induced a one-342 
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nucleotide deletion using CRISPR/Cas9 into the ORF region of vismay (vis), a D. 343 

melanogaster-specific gene duplicated from a parental gene, achintya (achi), 0.8 Mya, 344 

with a nucleotide similarity of 92% between the two copies. We found that achi in the 345 

vis mutant was significantly upregulated whereas a randomly selected unrelated gene 346 

CG12608 and the distantly related gene hth (nucleotide similarity of 45%) to vis, did 347 

not show such an effect (Fig. 7). Second, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis cannot 348 

detect the effects of maternal and paternal effect genes, which can be common in 349 

Drosophila (Perrimon et al. 1989; Raices et al. 2019) and can be detected by RNAi 350 

knockdown. Therefore, the two approaches of knockdown and knockout/mutagenesis 351 

are complementary to each other given their technical characteristics. 352 

 353 

Actually, in-depth analyses of several cases already provided further evidence 354 

supporting essentiality of new genes in development. First, Ross et al (2013) reported 355 

a stepwise neofunctionalization evolution in which a centromere-targeting gene in 356 

Drosophila, Umbrea, was generated less than 15 Mya. Both RNAi knockdown, rescue 357 

experiments and P-element mediated gene knockout revealed that Umbrea evolved a 358 

species-specific essentiality to target centromere in chromosome segregation (Chen et 359 

al. 2010; Ross et al. 2013). Second, Lee et al (2019) recently detected stage-specific 360 

(embryos/larvae/pupa) lethality associated with RNAi knockdown and CRISPR 361 

knockout in Cocoon, a gene emerged 4 Mya in the common ancestor of the clade of D. 362 

melanogaster-simulans. These data show that Cocoon is essential for the survival at 363 

multiple developmental stages, including the critical embryonic stage. Third, P-element 364 

insertion/excision experiments show the essentiality of K81 as a paternal element in 365 

early development. This gene only exists in the Drosophila melanogaster-subgroup 366 

species that diverged 6 Mya (Loppin et al. 2005). Fourth, Zeus, a gene that duplicated 367 

from the highly conserved transcription factor CAF40 4 Mya in the common ancestor 368 

of D. melanogaster and D. simulans rapidly evolved new essential functions in male 369 

reproductive functions, as detected in the null mutants and knockdown (Chen et al. 370 

2012; Ventura,  2019).  Fifth, A pair of extremely young duplicates, Apollo (Apl) and 371 

Artemis (Arts), was found to have been fixed 200,000 years ago in D. melanogaster 372 

populations (VanKuren and Long, 2018). CRISPR-created gene deletions of these 373 

genes showed that both evolved distinct essential functions in gametogenesis and Apl 374 

critical function in development.  Sixth, in a comprehensive functional and evolutionary 375 
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analysis of the ZAD-ZNF gene family in Drosophila (Kasinathan et al, 2020), 86 376 

paralogous copies were identified with phenotypic effects detected by knockdown and 377 

knockout in D. melanogaster.  It was found that the proportion (17/58 = 29.3%) of 378 

lethal copies in old duplicates (>40 Mya) and the proportion (11/28 = 39.3%) of lethal 379 

copies in Drosophila-specific duplicates (<40Mya) are statistically similar. Further 380 

functional analyses of one of the non-essential young copies (CG17802, Nicknack) 381 

reported by Kondo et al (2017) clearly unveiled an essential function for larval 382 

development. These pieces of evidence strongly support the notion that new genes can 383 

quickly evolve essential functions in development.  384 

 385 

Concluding Remarks 386 

 387 

We appreciate the extensive experiment, computation and data-compilation by Kondo 388 

et al (2017) and their interests in the evolution of gene essentiality.  However, we found 389 

that the K-pipeline and K-dataset were associated with a high false positive rate. 390 

Moreover, their interpretation of RNAi data is problematic due to confusing the false 391 

negative and false positive, while they applied an incorrect CRISPR mutagenesis that 392 

neglected compensation and parental effects. The data we created in this study, while 393 

revealing their errors and technical insufficiencies, increase understanding of technical 394 

subtleties for analyzing effects of young duplicate genes and other genes. More data 395 

and additional analyses of related scientific issues for the testing of fitness and 396 

functional effects of new genes from the two complementary approaches, RNAi 397 

knockdown and CRISPR knockout, provided a strong support for the concept: the new 398 

genes rapidly evolved essential functions in development in Drosophila. This 399 

challenges a conventional belief in the antiquity of important gene functions in general 400 

(Jacob, 1977; Mayr, 1982; Ashburner et al. 1999; Krebs et al. 2013) and in 401 

development process in specific (Gould. 2002; Carroll. 2005). 402 

 403 

 404 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  405 

Comparison of the K-dataset and the G-dataset for Drosophila new genes. 406 

Overall comparison scheme 407 
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To our knowledge, there is no published genome-wide evaluation of gene ages in 408 

Drosophila. Specifically, around a decade ago, we took advantage of the syntenic 409 

genomic (DNA) alignment generated by the UCSC group and performed the genome-410 

wide age dating for the first time in Drosophila (Zhang et al. 2010b). At that moment, 411 

we compared our data to previous studies based on limited number of cases and 412 

discovered the general reproducibility across studies. The genome-wide dataset by 413 

Kondo et al. enabled a systematic large-scale comparison. We began with repeating our 414 

pipeline on FlyBase annotation v6.02 and identified 654 new genes originated on the 415 

branch toward D. melanogaster after the species split of D. melanogaster and D. 416 

pseudoobscura (Fig. 1). Concurrently, based on similar FlyBase release v6.13, Kondo 417 

et al. performed dating according to the same syntenic alignment of UCSC, which is 418 

further complemented by v6.02 protein-level BLAST search and filter with testis-419 

specific expression (Kondo et al. 2017). With additional Dollo-parsimonious searches, 420 

they identified 1,182 new genes originated in the same period including melanogaster-421 

group to melanogaster-only, which correspond to age group 3 to 6 in our analysis, 422 

respectively (Supplemental Fig. S1). Since the FlyBase annotation version is similar 423 

(v6.02 vs. v6.13), only 12 entries out of the G-dataset and K-dataset are not comparable 424 

due to “Gene model change” (Supplemental Fig. S1). They represent either expired 425 

models or new models in v6.13. Except them, all other genes can be compared across 426 

two datasets.  427 

 428 

We found that 471 out of the 654 new gene candidates in the G-dataset are covered in 429 

the K-database by comparing the Ensembl IDs of these databases.  Moreover, 313 430 

(66%) genes show the exact same ages. Since manual curation needs extensive efforts,  431 

we did not examine why the remaining 158 genes show minor age difference. Instead, 432 

we subsequently only focused on those genes which show conflicting dating results, 433 

i.e., included or excluded in new gene dataset across two studies. As a result, we 434 

classified the conflicting cases into six major categories, which can be further divided 435 

into around 20 more specific sub-categories (Supplemental Fig. S1). We documented 436 

how we performed classification as below.  437 

 438 

Four independent information sources facilitate evaluations of two age datasets 439 

 440 
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The challenges in the dating of gene age largely lie in the ambiguity of calling orthologs 441 

across outgroup species (Liebeskind et al. 2016). We found that the conflict of age 442 

dating was often due to the difference of DNA-level synteny and protein-level 443 

homology search. Specifically, for a gene of interest, A, the UCSC best-to-best synteny 444 

information shows that its ortholog is present in one outgroup species, B. However, the 445 

protein-level information may reveal an absence. The opposite scenario can occur too. 446 

In these conflicts, we turned to independent resources including FlyBase ortholog 447 

annotation, the homolog annotation and gene family tree provided by Ensembl Metazoa 448 

(St Pierre et al. 2014; Kersey et al. 2015), protein prediction in outgroup species based 449 

on gene models of D. melanogaster and literatures. Specifically, FlyBase provided 450 

AAA (Assembly/Alignment/Annotation) syntenic ortholog annotation. If species B 451 

encodes a FlyBase annotated ortholog, gene A likely predated the species-split of D. 452 

melanogaster and B. Similarly, Ensembl Metazoa provided one-to-one best-to-best 453 

ortholog annotation. We used it like FlyBase. Finally, for some cases where synteny 454 

predicted orthologous regions of B do not harbor an annotated gene, we conceptually 455 

translated this region with the protein of D. melanogaster as the template. BLAST 456 

(Tblastn) was used here. We have two reasons to perform additional annotation: 1) 457 

recently evolved genes are often poorly annotated; 2) annotation quality of outgroup 458 

species is presumably worse compared to D. melanogaster and we need to correct this 459 

bias. For particularly interesting cases (e.g. polycistronic coding genes), we searched 460 

literatures describing their evolutionary history.  461 

 462 

Conflicting cases could be classified into six categories  463 

 464 

We implemented a series of customized rules to call the presence of ortholog of gene A 465 

in species B. The first set of rules are used to call presence of ortholog based on gene 466 

prediction. For a synteny-predicted candidate orthologous region in B, we ran Tblastn 467 

to predict whether this region encodes an orthologous protein of A. If Tblastn could 468 

align the protein of D. melanogaster beyond the following thresholds (identity cutoff > 469 

70% & coverage cutoff > 30%, identity cutoff > 30% & coverage cutoff > 70%, identity 470 

cutoff > 50% & coverage cutoff > 50%), we believed that the ortholog is present. If the 471 

alignment meets with the threshold (identity cutoff < 30% & coverage cutoff < 30%), 472 

the ortholog of A is absent in B. For all other cases, we called them as “boundary cases” 473 

if there is also no ortholog annotated by FlyBase and Ensembl. A total of 80 candidate 474 
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new genes fall in this category including 65 cases in the list of Kondo et al. and 15 cases 475 

in our list (Supplemental Fig. S1). 476 

 477 

Secondly, for 275 out of 318 new genes dated by Kondo et al but not by us 478 

(Supplemental Fig. S1), we identified orthologs as supported by at least two 479 

independent sources (FlyBase, Ensembl homolog, Ensembl gene family tree, and/or 480 

prediction). For example, in case of FBgn0027589, the ortholog is present across all 12 481 

Drosophila species, which is supported by both Ensembl and FlyBase. The remaining 482 

43 new genes are misidentified due to other types of problems (e.g. annotation problem 483 

due to polycistronic structure such as tal-1A/tal-2A/tal-3A). All these 318 genes are 484 

marked as “Dating problem in Kondo et al” (Supplemental Fig. S1). In the opposite 485 

scenario, 101 new genes are only identified by us, which could be divided into four 486 

cases: 1) for 50 genes called as old genes in the K-dataset, their new gene calling were 487 

also supported by lack of one-to-one orthologs annotated by Ensembl or FlyBase; 2) 488 

for 5 genes called as old genes in the K-dataset, they are subject to complex 489 

evolutionary trajectories (pseudogenization of parental copies), such as FBgn0032740 490 

and Cyp6t1; 3) for 10 cases excluded by the K-dataset, we examined phylogenetic trees 491 

provided by Ensembl and confirmed that new gene are derived as suggested by longer 492 

branch length; 4) for 36 genes excluded in the K-dataset, FlyBase and Ensembl do not 493 

annotate orthologous genes in the outgroup species for most genes, which are also 494 

consistent with the lack of Tblastn hits.  495 

 496 

Compared to the K-dataset, the false positives and false negatives are much fewer in 497 

the G-dataset (Fig. 1, Supplemental Fig. S1). In the G-dataset, we misidentified only 498 

19 new genes with 14 cases caused by double or triple losses in the outgroups (e.g. 499 

CG2291). In our pipeline, we first searched against closely-related species and then 500 

went for remotely-related species. If at least two independent losses are needed to 501 

explain the phylogenetic distribution of orthologs, we will assign a young age to gene 502 

A by following the maximum parsimony. The underlying assumption is: 1) the 503 

possibility of double or triple losses should be low; 2) the genomic alignment between 504 

D. melanogaster and remotely-related species is less reliable compared to that between 505 

D. melanogaster and closely-related species. Consistently, we only identified 14 cases 506 

with support by at least one additional source (FlyBase, Ensembl). The remaining 5 507 

cases are caused by lack of sensitivity of UCSC genome alignment. Both FlyBase and 508 
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Ensembl annotate orthologs in the outgroup species, but synteny does not cover the 509 

corresponding regions. In opposite, genome alignment built spurious alignment in 510 

remotely-related species for 49 new genes identified by Kondo et al. However, our 511 

Tblastn search could not identify a protein at all. Thus, we referred them as false 512 

negatives. All these 68 genes are put into the third category entitled with “Dating 513 

problem in this work” (Supplemental Fig. S1).   514 

 515 

A fourth category (“Not applicable or difficult for dating”) consists of genes which are 516 

most resistant for dating due to their sequence features undesirable for new gene 517 

identification. 242 specific new genes claimed by Kondo et al. belongs to this category 518 

(Supplemental Fig. S1). For 178 out of 242 genes, we found that synteny is in conflict 519 

for outgroup species sharing the same phylogenetic relationship relative to D. 520 

melanogaster (e.g. D. simulans and D. sechellia). These genes are generally located in 521 

repetitive regions (e.g. tandem amplification). It is thus likely that the orthologous 522 

regions may not be equally well assembled or be subject to species-specific gene 523 

conversion across these outgroup species. We thus excluded these genes. For example, 524 

we masked 19 out of 242 genes including 12 Ste genes, 5 Y-linked genes and 2 genes 525 

encoded by contigs but not anchored to five major chromosome arms. Ste is the X-526 

linked tandem gene families each with redundant copies (Supplemental Fig. S2A). In 527 

the UCSC Net track, the most assembles can only reach level 2 of one-way syntenic 528 

mapping, rather than the adequate reciprocal syntenic mapping as level 1. The closely 529 

related species (e.g. D. simulans) also encodes multiple copies, but the corresponding 530 

region is not fully assembled and filled with lots of gaps and many of these copies even 531 

cannot be assigned to chromosomes (Supplemental Fig. S2B). The size contrast of 532 

assemblies between D. sechellia and D. melanogaster suggests that the region in D. 533 

sechellia might not be properly assembled due to its repetitive structure (Supplemental 534 

Fig. S2A and S2C). 535 

   536 

In order to date each member correctly, high-quality outgroup genome must be 537 

available first. As for 5 Y-linked genes, Koerich et al. (2008) assigned all of them to be 538 

old genes (Koerich et al. 2008). The remaining 45 genes consist of three subtypes: 1) 539 

21 fast-evolving small proteins (<100 amino acids); 2) 20 polycistronic genes without 540 

previous literature support; 3) 4 tandem duplicates. Different from the aforementioned 541 

178 genes, the syntenic information is consistent across outgroup species suggesting 542 
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that they are old genes. The small proteins or polycistronic genes are poorly annotated 543 

across outgroups. For 4 duplicates, Ensembl phylogenetic tree could not provide 544 

diagnostic information to infer the duplication order. Thus, we believed that all these 545 

three subtypes are difficult to date as of now. In our private new gene list, 45 candidates 546 

also belong to gene families. Similar to the above 4 tandem duplicates, the synteny is 547 

consistent across outgroup species showing that these 45 genes are derived copies in 548 

their respective families. However, Ensembl phylogenetic tree could not provide 549 

additional support. So, we also put these genes into the same fourth category.  550 

 551 

The fifth category (“Different ortholog definition”) only consists of 28 private new 552 

genes identified by Kondo et al (Supplemental Fig. S1). For 24 out of 28 cases, the 553 

UCSC syntenic chain only covers a small portion (<30%) of coding regions or mainly 554 

corresponds to untranslated regions (UTRs) in outgroup species. Since the dating of 555 

Kondo et al is protein-centric, they called these genes as new genes. By contrast, our 556 

dating pipeline works on DNA-level and identified these genes as old genes. The reason 557 

why we took the age of most conserved exons to represent the age of whole genes is 558 

that these exons usually represent most important functional regions. Moreover, by 559 

performing dating on DNA-level, our dating does not depend on annotation quality of 560 

outgroup species. Actually, for all 24 cases, whether the coding region is accurately 561 

annotated is unknown due to the lack of protein evidence. For the remaining 4 cases, 562 

they all represent translocated genes. In our terminology, we only referred derived 563 

duplicate or orphan genes as new genes. By contrast, Kondo et al. interpreted 564 

incorrectly translocated genes as new genes.   565 

 566 

The sixth and final category refers to the aforementioned 12 entries not comparable due 567 

to “Gene model change” (Supplemental Fig. S1). 568 

 569 

In the main text, we merged “Gene model change”, “boundary cases” and “different 570 

ortholog definition” as one dubious (in green color of Fig. 1B) category to simplify.  571 

 572 

D. melanogaster-specific gene identification 573 

 574 

Candidate new genes were initially collected from previous studies (Zhou et al. 2008; 575 

Zhang et al. 2010b; Chen et al. 2012). We removed from this list of 233 candidates: 1) 576 
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any genes whose D. melanogaster-specific release 6.05 (http://flybase.org) annotation 577 

status is 'withdrawn', 2) genes not located on the major chromosome arms 2L, 2R , 3L, 578 

3R, or X, and 3) members of large tandem arrays, including the Sperm dynein 579 

intermediate chain (Nurminsky et al. 1998; Yeh et al. 2012), Stellate (Ste), and X: 580 

19,900,000-19,960,000 arrays that are D. melanogaster-specific but are impossible to 581 

specifically study. We checked syntenic whole-genome alignments of the remaining 84 582 

genes manually using our multi-species alignments at the UCSC Genome Browser. To 583 

be conservative, we required that all outgroups including the D. simulans, D.sechellia, 584 

D. yakuba, and D. erecta genome assemblies contained no assembly gaps, transposable 585 

elements, or repeats corresponding to the flanking regions of the putative D. 586 

melanogaster-specific gene. D. melanogaster-specific gene origination mechanisms 587 

and parental genes were taken from the original studies and confirmed using BLAT and 588 

BLASTp. If a gene had multiple significant (e < 10-10) full-length BLASTp hits in D. 589 

melanogaster, the hit that was most similar to the D. melanogaster-specific gene was 590 

assumed to be the parent. We used available D. simulans and D. yakuba next-generation 591 

sequencing reads to test the presence of putative D. melanogaster-specific tandem 592 

duplications in these two species (Green et al. 2014; Rogers et al. 2014). We found no 593 

breakpoint spanning read pairs supporting D. melanogaster tandem duplications in any 594 

of 20 D. simulans or 20 D. yakuba genomes. Thus, these tandem duplications are 595 

specifically found in D. melanogaster and are not simply missing from the D. yakuba 596 

and D. simulans reference genome assemblies. We checked if any of the duplications 597 

in our final set are segregating rather than being fixed within D. melanogaster by 598 

analyzing 17 whole genome re-sequencing data from the DPGP2 core Rwanda (RG) 599 

genomes (Ni et al. 2008). We required tandem duplications to have at least one read 600 

uniquely mapped to each of the three unique breakpoints in order to be called as 'present' 601 

in a particular line. Ten genes are not found in any of 17 additional D. melanogaster 602 

genomes we analyzed, suggesting that they are found specifically in the reference stock. 603 

Finally, we curated 10 D. melanogaster-specific genes. This dataset is actually a subset 604 

of G_K new gene data list.  605 

 606 

RNAi strain construction 607 

 608 

Since species-specific new genes are under-represented in public RNAi lines, we 609 

generated new RNAi lines following Dietzl et al. (2007). Briefly speaking, we designed 610 
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RNAi reagents using the E-RNAi server (http://www.dkfz.de/signaling/e-rnai3/) and 611 

kept constructs with all possible 19-mers uniquely matching the intended target gene 612 

and excluded designs with >1 CAN repeat (simple tandem repeats of the trinucleotide 613 

with N indicates any base) (Ma et al. 2006). Constructs were cloned into pKC26 614 

following the Vienna Drosophila Resource Center's (VDRC's) KK library strategy 615 

(http://stockcenter.vdrc.at, last accessed 2 February 2016). We introgressed the X 616 

chromosome from Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center line 34772, which expresses 617 

ΦC31 integrase in ovary under control of the nanos promoter, into the VDRC 60100 618 

strain. Strain 60100 carries attP sites at 2L:22,019,296 and 2L:9,437,482 (Green et al. 619 

2014). We ensured that our RNAi constructs were inserted only at the 2L:9,437,482 620 

site using PCR following Green et al. (2014). RNAi constructs were injected into the 621 

60100-ΦC31 at 250 ng/μL. Surviving adult flies were crossed to snaSco/CyO balancer 622 

flies (BDSC 9325) and individual insertion strains were isolated by backcrossing. 623 

 624 

RNAi screen 625 

 626 

We knocked down target gene expression using driver lines constitutively and 627 

ubiquitously expressing GAL4 under the control of either the Actin5C or αTubulin84B 628 

promoter. We replaced driver line’s balancer chromosomes with GFP-marked 629 

chromosomes to track non-RNAi progeny. Control crosses used flies from the 630 

background strains 60100-ΦC31, 25709, or 25710 crossed to driver strains. Five males 631 

and five virgin driver females were used in each cross. Crosses were grown at 25°C, 632 

40% - 60% humidity, and a 12h:12h light:dark cycle. F1 progeny were counted at day 633 

19 after crossing, after all pupae had emerged. We screened F1 RNAi flies for visible 634 

morphological defects in 1) wings: vein patterning and numbers, wing periphery; 2) 635 

notum: general bristle organization and number, structure and smoothness; 3) legs: 636 

number of segments. We monitored survival of RNAi F1s by counting GFP and non-637 

GFP L1, L3 larvae and pupae. We tested RNAi F1 sterility by crossing individual RNAi 638 

F1 flies to 60100-ΦC31 and monitoring vials for L1 production. Ten replicates for each 639 

sex for each line were performed.  640 

 641 

RNAi knockdown specificity and sensitivity 642 

 643 
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We sought to address two known problems of RNAi technology using RT-qPCR. First, 644 

since off-target effects are often discussed in RNAi experiments(Dietzl et al. 2007) we 645 

need to test whether target gene expression are specifically knocked down, although 646 

our constructs are computationally predicted to be specific. Second, since the RNAi 647 

knockdown is often incomplete (Dietzl et al. 2007), we need to estimate how many 648 

genes are adequately knockdown in expression. We targeted a random dataset of 14 D. 649 

melanogaster-specific genes. We collected qPCR primers from FlyPrimerBank (Hu et 650 

al. 2013). For those genes not found in FlyPrimerBank, we took Primer-BLAST to 651 

design primers by specifically targeting a ~100 bp region of the gene (Supplemental 652 

Table S7). We confirmed primer specificity with PCR and Sanger sequencing.  653 

 654 

We randomly selected 75 KK RNAi lines (no tio site insertion) to analyze their knock 655 

down efficiency. We cross these 75 KK RNAi lines with same driver which was used 656 

in Dietzl et al., 2007 for GD RNAi line knock down efficiency test.  We extracted RNA 657 

from sets of 8 adult males (2~4 day old)  in triplicate from each RNAi cross using 658 

TRIzol (Catalog# 15596-026, Invitrogen, USA), treated ~2 μg RNA with RNase-free 659 

DNase I (Catalog# M0303S NEW ENGLAND Biolabs, USA), then used 1 μL treated 660 

RNA in cDNA synthesis with SuperScript III Reverse Transciptase (Invitrogen, USA) 661 

using oligo(dT)20 primers. cDNA was diluted 1:40 in water before using 1 μL as 662 

template in 10 μL qPCRs with iTaqTM Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Catalog# 663 

1725121, Bio-Rad, USA) and 400 nM each primer. Reactions were run on a Bio-Rad 664 

C1000 Touch thermal cycler with CFX96 detection system (BioRad, CA). Cycling 665 

conditions were 95°C for 30 sec, then 45 cycles of 95°C for 5 sec, 60°C for 30 sec, and 666 

72°C for 15 sec. We normalized gene expression levels using the ΔΔCT method and 667 

RpL32 as the control (Livak and Schmittgen 2001; Dietzl et al. 2007). We tested the 668 

specificity and efficiency (90%< qPCR Efficiency<110%) of qPCR primers using an 669 

8-log2 dilution series for each primer pair (VanKuren and Long 2018).   670 

 671 

Testing Compensation Effects of New Gene Duplicates 672 

 673 

We generated the frameshift mutation line of vis using the CRISPR protocol previously 674 

developed (VanKuren and Long 2018) but with one single sgRNA for one gene as 675 

Kondo et al (2017) did. The sgRNA-vis primer below was synthesized (the underlined 676 

sequence):  677 
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5'-GAAATTAATACGACTCACTATAGGATGTACGGCAGAACATAAGTTTAA 678 

GAGCTATGCTGGAA-3';  679 

We used the following sequence-specific qRT-PCR primers to test the compensatory 680 

expression of achi, the duplicate of vis. Two control genes including CG12608 and hth 681 

were examined too. Since vis’s expression is largely testis-specific, we extracted RNAs 682 

from testis of mated 4-day males and used qRT-PCR with 3 replicates to assess the 683 

expression, as developed previously (VanKuren and Long 2018).  684 

248bp: 685 

Achi-RT1F: 5'-AAAGTGACAGGTTTCTCTGTTTG-3'; 686 

Achi-RT1R: 5'-CTGATCCTCCTCCACGATGAC-3'.  687 

237bp: 688 

CG12608-RT1F: 5'-CATAGTGGGCACCTACGAG-3';  689 

CG12608-RT1R: 5'-TGCGAGAGTATGATCTGCGAC-3'.  690 

92bp: 691 

hth-RT1F:5'-CCTAGTCATGTATCGCCGGTC-3'; 692 

hth-RT1R:5'-AGCGGATGTTCATAAATCGCA-3'. 693 

Internal control: 694 

113bp: 695 

RpL32-RT1F: 5'-AGCATACAGGCCCAAGATCG-3';  696 

RpL32-RT1R: 5'-TGTTGTCGATACCCTTGGGC-3'. 697 

 698 
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 711 

 712 

 713 

Figure 1. Summary of new gene candidates in the K-dataset and G-dataset.  A. 714 

phylogenetic distribution of gene origination identified by the K-pipeline and the 715 

G-pipeline as shown in the two datasets. B. Evaluation of the two datasets based 716 

on individual gene analyses. The two datasets share 471 candidates (red). The G-717 

dataset consist of 101 authentic candidates (deep blue) undetected in the K-dataset, 718 

19 false positives (light purple), 18 dubious cases (green) and 45 cases not 719 

applicable for dating (sky blue). By contrast, the K-dataset includes 49 bona fide 720 

new gene candidate, 318 false positives, 102 dubious cases and 242 difficult cases. 721 

Note, the K-dataset mentions 1,182 genes in the main text, however its associated 722 

supplemental table includes 1,176 genes with 6 genes listed more than once.  723 
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 726 

 727 

Figure 2.  The reproducibility analysis of RNAi experiments by comparing two groups 728 

of independent experiments by Chen et al (2010) and Zeng et al (2015). A.  729 

Phenotypes of same 103 RNAi lines analyzed by Chen et al (2010) and Zeng et al 730 

(2015) using same lines; B. Phenotypes of 86 same new genes knocked down by 731 

two different drivers or the same drivers with different insertion sites. The old 732 

drivers detected 29 genes as lethal while 57 non-lethal; the new drivers detected 733 

20 genes as lethal while 66 non-lethal. 734 
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 745 

 746 

 747 

Figure 3.  Knockdown efficiency in the KK and GD libraries revealed GD lines have 748 

significantly higher knockdown efficiency than the KK lines. A. The knockdown 749 

efficiency of the 75 KK lines was measured, compared to the expression of the 750 

wild-type control and the standard deviation is calculated from the measurement 751 

of three repeats; P refers to proportion of genes with the expression lower than a 752 

certain threshold while the values of KK lines are generated in this work and that 753 

of GD lines are extracted from Dietzl et al. (2007). B. The distributions of 754 

knockdown efficiency of KK and GD lines. C. The Q-Q Plots between KK and 755 

GD lines.  756 
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 761 

 762 

Figure 4. Experimental comparison of the efficiency and off-target effects explain the 763 

conservative nature of RNAi knockdown experiments and limited off-targets 764 

propensity. For each young duplicate gene pair specific for D. melanogaster and 765 

melanogaster species complex, we examined their expression intensity relative to 766 

the wide type control in whole body flies with qPCR. The standard deviation is 767 

calculated based on three replicates.  768 
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 781 

 782 

Figure 5. Comparison of proportions of lethality between new genes and old genes in 783 

GD lines (A) and KK lines (B) suggests that in both GD and KK lines, new genes 784 

have an equally high probability to be lethal as old genes. Since old genes are much 785 

more abundant than new genes, we generated 1000 random sample of old genes 786 

with the same number of new genes and then plotted the distribution of proportion 787 

of essential genes as histograms.   788 
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 801 

 802 

Figure 6.  Lethality proportion of 702 Drosophila-specific genes. A. Lethality 803 

proportion of 702 Drosophila-specific genes in 6 ancestral stages of extant D. 804 

melanogaster, compared to the lethality proportion of 10,652 genes older than 40 805 

Mya. No stages show an essentiality proportion significantly different from that of 806 

old genes (0.189). B. Lethality proportion of 702 Drosophila-specific genes based 807 

on three origin mechanism catalogs. No catalog shows a lethality proportion 808 

significantly different from that of old genes (0.189). 809 

 810 
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 811 

 812 

Figure 7. CRISPR/Cas9 frameshift mutant could induce compensatory effect in 813 

Drosophila. A. Design of CRISPR/Cas9 mutant. We targeted a randomly chosen 814 

young gene, vis, which emerged via duplication of achi in the common ancestor of 815 

melanogaster species complex. The genomic arrangement of two genes are shown 816 

in the upper left panel with the boxes referring to exons and connecting lines as 817 

introns. The pair shares a high sequence identity (0.92) in their 9 exons, which is 818 

schematically shown in the upper right panel. The middle panel shows the diverged 819 

site between vis and achi, which was chosen to design a short guide RNA (sgRNA) 820 

specifically targeting vis. The mutation (CTTTA→AAGT) was marked with a red 821 

triangle. The raw sanger sequencing data for the initial generation (T0) and the 822 

second generation of offspring (T2) was shown. B. The compensation effect of 823 

achi. In the frameshift mutant of vis, achi’s expression is significantly increased 824 

(P=0.0003). By contrast, the unrelated CG12608 and the remotely related hth did 825 
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not show any significant upregulation. RpL32 was used as a control as in 826 

(VanKuren and Long 2018).   827 

 828 

Supplementary Figures 829 

 830 

Figure S1. Age dating between this work and Kondo et al. This figure, following Fig. 831 

1 in the main text, adds specific information on how we classified genes into six 832 

major categories or dozens of subcategories. For more details, please refer to 833 

Materials and Methods. 834 

 835 

Figure S2. A representative difficult-to-date locus in the K-dataset. A. The syntenic 836 

view of Ste locus between D. melanogaster and D. simulans shows fragmented 837 

continuity. Due to its multiplicative nature, Ste locus is difficult to assemble. In the 838 

UCSC Net track, the most assembles can only reach level 2 of one-way syntenic 839 

mapping, rather than a better reciprocal syntenic mapping as level 1.  B. Some 840 

orthologous region in D. simulans (lifted from D. melanogaster) is not anchored 841 

to the chromosome (X) and they are arbitrarily assembled as chrU. C. In D. 842 

sechellia, two scaffolds are assembled with the major scaffold super_20 spanning 843 

200 kb, in contrast to the assembly of 15 kb for the orthologous region of D. 844 

melanogaster.  845 

 846 

Supplementary Tables 847 

 848 

Table S1. The list of genes with the exact ages across the G-dataset and the K-dataset, 849 

genes with slightly younger ages in the K-dataset and genes with slightly older 850 

ages in the K-dataset, respectively.  851 

 852 

Table S2. The list of false negatives and false positives in the K-dataset. Since the Pan-853 

Drosophilid age group in the K-dataset corresponds to the age group 0, 1 or 2 in 854 

the G-dataset (Fig. 1A), we simply replaced the Pan-Drosophilid age group as 855 

0/1/2 in the table if applicable.  856 

 857 

Table S3. 103 knockdown experiments repeated by two independent works (Chen et 858 

al. 2010; Zeng et al. 2015). Note, Chen et al (2010) works classified phenotypes as 859 
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lethal, semi-lethal and viable. Since there are only few genes deemed as semi-860 

lethal, we merged them into lethal gene groups to simplify.  861 

 862 

Table S4. For 86 new genes with different RNAi drivers, the consistency between 863 

different drivers in Chen et al (2010) and Zeng et al (2015) is listed.  864 

 865 

Table S5. The knockdown efficiency data of KK library and GD library. 866 

 867 

Table S6. The genotyping results of 153 KK lines, the corrected lines by recombination 868 

and knockdown results. 869 

 870 

Table S7.  Primers for 75 KK lines knockdown efficiency tests.   871 

 872 
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